
Due Date: 

Sunday, May 31st

Brief
You will create a tri-fold brochure that is intended to advertise and 
promote your travel and tourist attraction. The brochure serves as 
a promotional piece that provides the user with basic information 
about the location, such as: special events, exhibits, and attractions; 
operating hours; history/context of the location; operating hours/
booking/ticketing information, etc. 

From the list provided, you select a local/regional attraction to 
create a brochure for. Using your creative brief worksheet, you will 
collect information and content for the brochure by working from 
information that is found on their website. You will work within their 
existing branding to create the brochure. You should keep your target 
audience in mind throughout the development process.

Brochure Specs

-8.5” x 11” Tri-Fold Brochure with 1/4” bleed; use provided template

-Use 3-4 images

-Use no more than 2 fonts (use type families for versatility)

-Minimum 1/4” margins (this is set up in the template)

-Must use Character and Paragraph styles in InDesign

Brochure should feature:

-Attraction name/logo (work with existing) 

-Imagery that showcases/highlights the attraction

-A headline/call to action

-Existing tagline (if they have one)

-Events, exhibits, tour attractions

-Operating hours

-Ticketing/special event information

-Contact information (map if applicable) 

-Use icons/vectors when/if necessary

-A color scheme that fits tone/nature of the attraction

-Typography that fits tone/nature of the business

Deliverables
       
        Layout Sketches
         -Uploaded as JPEG 
         -Good quality phone shot  
          or scanned
       
        Creative Brief Worksheet
         -Uploaded in BB
         
        Final Brochure Design
         -Packaged InDesign File 
           (uploaded to Google Drive)
         -PDF File (BB)

Output/File Prep
  -8.5” x 11”, 2 page tri-fold, CMYK

 -Packaged InDesign File + PDF

Technical Concerns
-Does this speak to the target 
audience? Is it appropriate for the 
target audience?

-Does this utilize a good visual 
hierarchy?

-Is it inviting and easy to read?

-Does it make the best use of 
images and illustrations?

-Does it clearly highlight the 
attraction?

-Do the colors/fonts make sense 
with the subject of the attraction?

 

 
 Brochure Example/details  
on next page>>
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Front/Back of Brochure

Inside of Brochure

Clearly marked headers 
with a call to action

Clearly highlights and 
explains attractions 
and/or exhibits

Welcome/general  
informational panel

Visually interesting cover 
with dynamic imagery; logo 
with tagline; misc. info

1. Clearly defined headers
2. Sub Headers
3. Body copy1.

2.

3.


